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Co-Founder & CTO Picnic
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2016 ICan Training Solutions Ltd Salesforce Administrator
Worked directly with management to customise the Salesforce system to suit their company needs.
Worked remotely to developed a Salesforce system for monitoring and maintaining daily stock levels and needs of their clients.
Automated daily ordering and monthly invoicing enable company efficiency.
Ran training sessions in house and one on one on location with the company to implement the new system.

2016 - 2019 Student Universe - The Flight Centre Group Assistant Manager - Sales Consultant
Led a sales teams of 6 to achieve 'Top tour sales Team' within the Flight Centre Travel Group.
Collaborated with suppliers and management to bring new, relevant trips to the market which increased profitability.
Achieved number one position for individual tour sales within The Flight Centre Travel Group.

PRIOR EXPERIENCE

LAUREN
CARNE
Software Engineer

Mobile UI engineer with 4 years React Native experience, looking for roles in
mobile and web development. A continuous learner with drive and self motivation

to pick up new languages and frameworks.

ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE

2019

2019 - 2023 Picnic Software Engineer
First full-time engineer, working with the founders on the design and prototype of two new mobile apps, leveraging Figma and
React Native.
Implemented designs on both iOS and Android finding solutions to the differences that arise with cross platform development.
Implemented and maintained updates to the design system. 
Used React Native Gesture Handler, Reanimated and Moti to implement complex UI animations and interactions. 
Worked cohesively as part of a team actively participating in daily stand ups.
Utilised Typescript, leveraging its type safety and enhanced tooling to deliver high-quality maintainable code.  
Progressed from Junior Dev to a confident and proficient software engineer.
Participated in multiple workshops led by industry professionals on languages and libraries such as RxJS, NodeJs and Reanimated.
Utilised Luxon for parsing and validating dates and times allowing for consistency throughout the app.
Handled app state using RxJS enabling us to create pure stateless views.
Worked with GraphQL to effectively handle data retrieval and manipulation.
Used Ava and Jest to write and run unit tests within the codebase.

Flatiron School Full Stack Software Engineer Student
Graduated in the top percent of the my class from an industry-leading tech bootcamp.
Leveraged Javascript and React to create interactive frontend UI within many projects while studying.
Gained a working knowledge of SQL, Ruby and Ruby on Rails during course projects.

2019
2008 - 2011

Flatiron School, London
University of Essex

Full Stack Software Engineering Bootcamp

Bachelor of Arts Degree with Honors in Musical Theatre

EDUCATION
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